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Fabrication of Zn ÕZnS nanocable heterostructures by thermal reduction Õ
sulfidation

Quan Lia) and Chunrui Wang
Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New Territory, Hong Kong, China

~Received 1 November 2002; accepted 15 January 2003!

Single-crystalline Zn/ZnS coaxial nanocables were fabricated through thermal reduction of ZnS
using graphite powder at elevated temperatures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis of the
as-fabricated samples indicated that the nanowires were composed of Zn and S only.
Transmission-electron-microscopic study of the nanowires revealed that they had core/sheath
contrast, suggesting a Zn core/ZnS sheath heterostructure. Epitaxial relationship was observed
between the Zn and the ZnS. The possible formation mechanisms of such nanocables are discussed.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1558957#
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One-dimensional~1D! nanoscale semiconducting mat
rials have attracted much attention due to their importanc
understanding the fundamental roles of dimensionality
quantum size effect, and their potential applications serv
as the building blocks for electronic/optical nanodevices.1–8

Many unique and fascinating properties have been propo
and demonstrated for this class of materials, such as me
insulator transition,9 higher luminescence efficiency,10,11 en-
hancement of thermoelectric figure of merit,12 and lowered
lasing threshold.13–15 ZnS was known for a long time
as a versatile and excellent phosphor host material. Do
with appropriate ions, a variety of photoluminesce
cathodoluminescent,16,17 electroluminescent,18,19 and
thermoluminescent20 properties can be achieved. Among t
wide-gap semiconductors, ZnS~band gap 3.7 eV!21 has a
large exciton binding energy~40 meV! and a small Bohr
radius ~2.4 nm!, which make it an excellent candidate
exploring the intrinsic recombination processes in dense
citonic system. This advantage is also expected to be an
fective factor for applications in low-threshold ultraviol
lasing.22–24 Moreover, ZnS is an excellent optical transm
sive material due to its broad transmission band~starting
from 0.4 mm in the visible to about 14mm in the infrared
region! and the high refractive index value. Inspired by the
promising properties and the possible outcome when limit
the ZnS growth within one dimension at the nanometer sc
several groups have fabricated 1D ZnS nanostructures
cluding nanowires,25 nanorods,26 and nanotubes27 recently.
In this letter, we report mass production of single crystall
Zn/ZnS nanocables via a thermal reduction route of ZnS
graphite powder. The nanocable is composed of a Zn c
and an epitaxial ZnS sheath despite a 43% lattice mism
between the two. The one-dimensional cable configura
and the epitaxial metal/semiconductor interface may lea
interesting chemical and physical properties unachievabl
other nanostructures.

An alumina tube was mounted horizontally inside a hi
temperature tube furnace. A mixture of 2 g analytical grade
ZnS ~Goodfellow, 991%! powder and 2 g graphite~Fisher
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Chemicals! powder were separately placed on an alum
wafer. The ZnS powder was placed in the center of the a
mina tube, and the graphite powder was placed 2 cm do
stream the ZnS powder. The tube was then sealed
pumped down to a base pressure of 231022 Torr. The fur-
nace was heated up to 800 °C at 10 °C/min, and held
800 °C for 30 min. The temperature was then further
creased to 1300 °C for 5 h before it cools down to room
temperature. During the fabrication process, a constant fl
of Ar was introduced in the tube at a flow rate of 100 scc
The total pressure was maintained at 300 mTorr during
growth process. The general morphology and chemical c
position of the products were examined by secondary e
tron microscopy~SEM, LEO 1450 VP! with an energy dis-
persive x-ray ~EDX! spectrometer attached to th
microscope. Powder x-ray diffraction~XRD, Rigakau RU-
300 with CuKa1 radiation! was employed to examine th
product’s overall crystallinity. Detailed microstructure anal
sis of the products was investigated by transmission elec
microscopy~TEM! using a Philips CM 120 microscope op
erating at 120 kV.

Only graphite powder was left on the alumina boat ori
nally holding ZnS and graphite powder. A dark gra
brownish wool-like material was obtained downstream
alumina tube after the furnace was cooled down to ro
temperature. XRD pattern of the products is shown in Fig
All the diffraction peaks can be indexed to Zn and Zn
within the experimental error~compared to those of hexago

il:FIG. 1. XRD patterns of as-fabricated products. The diffraction peaks
be indexed to hexagonal Zn and ZnS, as marked on the spectrum.
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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nal Zn:a52.662 Å,c54.945 Å and wurtzite ZnS:a53.823
Å, c56.261 Å in the JCPDS files No. 4-831 and 79-220
respectively!.

Figure 2~a! shows a SEM image of the as-fabricated m
terial. The products demonstrate a wire-like morphology. T
nanowires appear to be relatively uniform, with an avera
diameter of;100 nm, and length up to several tens of m
crons. EDX was performed on these nanowires. A typi
EDX spectrum of a single nanowire is shown in Fig. 2~b!,
indicating that the nanowire is composed of zinc and su
only.

Figure 3~a! gives a low magnification bright field TEM
image of such a nanowire. The diameter of the nanowir
;100 nm, which is consistent with the SEM observatio
However, a light/dark/light contrast is observed along
radial direction of the nanowire, suggesting a different ph
composition along the wire’s radial direction, which leads
the coaxial nanocable structure. TEM observation of sev
tens of such nanowires reveal that the cable core and sh
thicknesses are not uniform, the core diameters range f
20 to 60 nm and the sheath thicknesses from 40 to 20
respectively. Selected area diffraction pattern~SADP! taken
from the nanocable@as shown in Fig. 3~a!# reveals two sets
of diffraction spots@Fig. 3~d!#, corresponding to those from
Zn ^120& zone and ZnŜ120& zone, respectively. The mea
sured d spacings~from diffraction pattern! of Zn are 2.47 and
1.33 Å, for~002! and (2̄10) planes, respectively. These agr
very well with those of hexagonal Zn from the JCPDS fi
No. 4-831 (d00252.47 Å, d2̄1051.33 Å!. The measuredd
spacings of ZnS are 3.12 and 1.91 Å for~002! and (2̄10)
planes, respectively. These match the corresponding d s
ings of wurtzite ZnS from the JCPDS file No. 79-220
(d00253.13 Å, d2̄1051.91 Å!. The SADP also suggests a
epitaxial relation between the Zn and ZnS wi
@120#Zn //@120#ZnS, (002)Zn //(002)ZnS, (2̄10)Zn //(2̄10)ZnS.

FIG. 2. ~a! SEM image reveals the general morphology of the depos
products. Nanowires with uniform diameter~;100 nm! are observed, the
scale bar is 100 nm;~b! a typical EDX spectrum taken from single nan
wire, suggesting the wire is composed of Zn and S only.
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Figures 3~b! and 3~c! are the dark field TEM images of th
same nanocable using a Zn(21̄0) and ZnS(2̄10) diffraction
spot, respectively. The light/dark contrast is caused by
diffraction contrast, which indicates that Zn@light in Fig.
3~b!, but dark in Fig. 3~c!# and ZnS@light in Fig. 3~c!, but
dark in Fig. 3~b!# are located in the core and sheath region
the nanocable accordingly. A high-resolution~HR! TEM im-
age of part of the nanocable is shown in Fig. 3~e!, which
reveals clear core/sheath interface and further confirms
coaxial cable structure. The HREM image was taken with
electron beam along the Zn/ZnŜ120& zone axis. Moire´
fringes were observed in the cable core region, sugges
the overlapping of two different crystal lattices. The interfa
between Zn and ZnS is not smooth and possible surface s
exist. The lattice image of the interface is not clearly r
solved due to the overlapping of Zn and ZnS crystalline l
tice. Nevertheless, a@120#Zn //@120#ZnS, (002)Zn //(002)ZnS

epitaxial relation can still be observed. The outersurface
the nanocable appears to be rough. Nevertheless, no a
phous material is observed outside the cable surface.

As the products were obtained at the downstream of
alumina tube, the nanocables are formed via a vapor tra
ferring process, namely, the vapor of the nanocable com
sition material were carried by the processing gas~Ar in this
case! and transferred to the downstream of the tube, wh
the temperature is lower than the center part, and conde
to form nanostructures. As no particle was observed at ei
end of the nanocable, the vapor–liquid–solid~VLS!
mechanism28 is not appropriate here. Instead, a vapor–so
~VS! mechanism28 can be used to explain the one
dimensional growth.

The formation of the Zn/ZnS configuration is discuss
as following, where carbon is believed to play an importa
role. ZnS was first reduced to metallic Zn by carbon at h
temperature~;1300 °C!, which eventually led to the forma

d

FIG. 3. ~a! Low-magnification bright field TEM image of a single nano
cable, showing contrast along the cable redial direction;~b! dark field TEM
image of the nanocable taken by choosing the Zn(21̄0) diffraction spot;~c!

dark field TEM image of the nanocable taken by choosing the ZnS(21̄0)
diffraction spot;~d! SAD pattern take from the same nanocable, show
two sets of diffraction spots, corresponding to Zn and ZnS^120& zone,
respectively;~e! HREM image of the same nanocable taken with the el
tron beam along Zn/ZnŜ120& zone axis.
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tion of Zn nanowires. The resulting Zn~bp 907 °C!29 and
CS2 are in the vapor phase at this temperature. The CS2 is
not stable, it will further decompose into carbon and sulf
whose process provides the sulfur source. While sulfur~bp
445 °C!29 will remain in the vapor phase and move with th
processing gas Ar, the carbon will be in the solid phase
to its high bp at;5000 °C,29 which explains the leftover o
the graphite powder on the alumina boat. When the Zn in
vapor phase condenses and grows in the morphology
nanowire28 at the downstream of the tube where the tempe
ture was lower due to the temperature gradient along t
axis, the surface of the Zn wire reacts with the sulfur and
resulfidized to ZnS, due to the large surface area of Zn wi
Once a thin layer of ZnS is formed outside the Zn nanow
further ZnS growth~thickening of the sheath! may take over
by either S diffusion30 or Zn and S deposition from the vapo
phase.

It is interesting to note that the ZnS sheath is epitaxia
grown on zinc, despite a 43% lattice mismatch between
two. Both the Zn and ZnS lattice are completely relaxed,
indicated by the measured d spacings from the nanoc
electron diffraction patterns. Although the HREM image
not clear enough to provide any interfacial structural inf
mation due to the cable thickness, it is reasonable to sp
late that interfacial dislocations must be present to accom
date the large lattice mismatch. It is not clear how t
epitaxial relation can be formed under such huge lattice m
match. Both Zn and ZnS in the presented study prese
hexagonal structure, the geometry similarity between the
lattices may favor the formation of the epitaxial relatio
Moreover, if the first ZnS layer on Zn surface was formed
sulfidation of Zn,30 the resulting orientation of ZnS may b
confined by the exposed Zn surface.

In conclusion, Zn/ZnS coaxial nanocables were fab
cated via a simple thermal reduction of ZnS using graph
powder. The diameter of the nanocable is;100 nm. A good
epitaxial relation was found between the Zn core and Z
sheath, despite a 43% lattice mismatch of the two. The na
cable configuration may results from a ZnS reduction f
lowed by Zn sulfidation process. The 1D growth is explain
by the VS mechanism as no particle is detected at the en
the nanocables.

This research is supported by RGC direct allocation
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, under Project N
2060227.
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